
Content on the physiological or biological (genetic, chemical, etc.) basis of human behavior
(e.g., a psychology course):

Social Sciences

Statistics

Psychology

What language is that?

List other languages you are familiar with:

Rate your fluency in one other language           1  (low)            2           3           4            5 (high)

Do you speak a foreign language other than English?             Yes                No

Specify the courses you have taken in the following content areas (no specific course is required within the 
minimum of eighteen semesters or thirty quarter liberal arts credits; for example, Human Biology is not 
required):



Paid, Volunteer, Research and Practicum Experience in Human Service

Position
Title

From
Month/Yr

To
Month/Yr

Name of 
Supervisor Hrs/Wk

Academic
Credit

Cultural Diversity Experience

Dates

 

Business/Agency Name
City, State (Country)

Please identify experiences you have had with varieties of cultures, whether those experiences were work or 
volunteer related, education related, travel experiences, summer camping experiences, diversity seminars, or other. 
Cultural Diversity may be identified as ethnic, racial, religious, social class, international, or “functional”. Functional 
diversities are: economic poverty, gender, sexual orientation, disability, or age. “Diversity experiences” implies 
relationships with people whose culture is different from one’s own culture. If you have had more than six such 
experiences, select the most intensive. Please be as thorough as you can. The subjective and relational nature of your 
experience can be explained in your narrative.

Describe identity
 of culture

Context 
(work, education, 

travel,etc.)
Duration

(days, weeks, months, years)

Nature of relationship
(subordinate, supervisor, client, 

collegue)

Please check one
   Paid           Voluntary

Please account fully for all of your experiences in human services since high school. List in chronological 
order starting with your most recent position. All applicants must fully complete this section even though 
resumes are submitted. For each experience listed, Please indicate whether it was paid, volunteer, 
or practicum position.
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